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3. Wayfinding: Healthcare wayfinding is another
taxing problem for large medical facilities and

hospitals, as most visitors and patients are already
in a heightened state of anxiety about personal

health concerns that have led them to see a doctor

IoT is
Revolutionizing
the Healthcare
Industry

in the first place. This multiplies when the added

stress of navigating a large, unknown campus to
find their way to their intended destination is

introduced. Updating signage, while proven to be

effective, is now a thing of the past with the rise of
IoT. Digital wayfinding solutions, like blue-dot

navigation apps, touchscreen kiosks and tablets

distributed to patients upon arrival, are sweeping
through hospitals across the nation. These tools

are enabling hospitals to reduce patient anxiety, no
matter the age or socioeconomic status of the
individual, while also making it easier for staff
members to locate and track patients.

4. Predictive Maintenance: Medical equipment

and operating room tools and devices require

consistent and timely maintenance, in order to

avoid costly breakdowns and operational issues.

Author: Tim Mitchell, healthcare district sales manager at Advantech

The healthcare industry is experiencing an era of dramatic transformation driven by the
rise of innovative new technology solutions. In hospitals and emergency rooms around
the world, efficiency and accuracy are often life-or-death matters. Today, the increased
availability of IoT-enabled devices is revolutionizing the healthcare space – improving
both operational efficiencies and patient outcomes in a variety of unexpected ways.
From streamlining internal and external processes, to

Tracking down a nurse or doctor, or locating a

patient engagement, here are four ways IoT is

may seem like simple tasks, but this is far from

boosting efficiency, reducing costs and bolstering
revolutionizing the healthcare industry:

1. Real-time Location System (RTLS) Technology:
Hospitals house countless supplies, tools and

devices that are extremely expensive and difficult
to replace should they be misplaced or

breakdown. IoT implementation in the hospital
setting is enabling a better way to track these

assets, helping hospitals to operate in a more
timely and efficient manner.
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specific medical device or piece of equipment,

the truth. The time wasted on these wild goose
chases can cost hospitals hours of lost

productivity. IoT devices that utilize real-time

location system technology allow specific items

or people to be easily and precisely tracked. With
RTLS technologies, medical facilities and
hospitals can create unified systems for

managing inventory, assets and even personnel,
which results in increased productivity and
budget savings.

In the past, hospital personnel had to manually
2. Patient Experience and Engagement: IoT

technology is also helping patients – particularly
those with chronic conditions – to better control,
monitor and manage their health, resulting in a
higher quality of care and reduced healthcare

costs for all parties. “Suitcase kits” are the new

in-home, round-the-clock care solution. Whether
it’s a knee surgery or congestive heart failure,

patients are now able to take home these kits to

help doctors monitor their recovery remotely. The
kits may include a tablet or wearable device to
keep medical staff apprised of patient vitals

including blood pressure, temperature, heart

update maintenance logs regarding when each
piece of equipment was most recently checked
or routinely maintained. With up to 25 different
pieces of complex equipment in an operating

room at a given time, this manual tracking effort

quickly grows cumbersome and prone to human
oversight. By automating the maintenance
process through artificial intelligence (AI),

predictive maintenance can now be conducted –
meaning less time logging and scheduling
maintenance, as well as less worry over

unexpectedly needing to shut down an operating
room due to a technical or mechanical issue.

rate, etc. – remotely and in real-time. The patient

While the cost of IoT implementation has often been a

report certain symptoms that they may develop.

that the ROI benefits vastly outweigh initial costs with

can also instantaneously and digitally log and

This permits a doctor to provide a recommendation
virtually, without needing the patient to be

readmitted, which can be costly and burdensome
to both the patient and hospital.
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barrier, the healthcare industry is increasingly recognizing
improvements across patient care, and reduction of

expense to both patients and providers. The industry
should expect to continue to see the rapid adoption of
these types of technologies in the hospital setting. n
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The Importance of
IoT Device Security
Author: Diego González, sales development executive at Advantech

While it was just a few years ago that IoT devices were still finding their ground, today they
are completely integrated into daily life. Many consumers find that these connected devices
provide convenience and allow them to make smarter decisions. Connected refrigerators
help shoppers identify exactly what groceries are needed, smart watches track health and
activity levels and smart speakers answer questions and facilitate online shopping right from
the comfort of the living room.
Businesses use IoT devices for a variety of assignments, including to transfer and track real-time information, provide
analytics and perform automated tasks. Why have a person complete data entry, or other repetitive and time-consuming

tasks when an IoT device can do it instantly with 100 percent accuracy. In fact, IoT devices have become so ubiquitous
and desirable, that the market is anticipated to grow to over $2.4 trillion annually by 2027.

Perception of Security

Even though these devices receive regular use from consumers and businesses alike, there’s still skepticism
surrounding their security levels. Cyber attacks are highly publicized, especially when large companies that hold

important and compromising personal data are hacked. No one wants their social security number or other private,
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personal data floating around on the Internet. Even

Government regulations are another way for security to

medicine purchases and smart watch data needs to be

access they are providing to their information, to setting

small insights such as shopping lists, over-the-counter

protected. Going a step further, what happens when a

cyber attack allows for control of a connected car,

government organization, city infrastructure or a

guidelines for data usage and preventing identity theft,
government regulations have an important role to play.

person’s home security system? These cases wouldn’t

Finally, in order to get deeper insights into how hackers

person’s physical well being and the safety of their

them into our security teams. Hackers could be valuable

be just pieces of data. This type of attack could affect a

family. It is incredibly important for all IoT devices, no
matter their function, to be secure.

What Causes a Breach?

So, how do hackers get into these supposedly secure
systems? Generally speaking, the vulnerability of cyber-

attacks is found in intercepting the communication from a

get into secure databases, it could be beneficial to hire
assets to building up security walls, by employing their

skills to try to hack new systems. If hackers that are part of

our security teams can uncover flaws before severe
breaches take place from external sources, companies
will have the opportunity to deploy a solution without losing
customer data and confidence.

router or gateway. The router or gateway pushes data,

Providing Solutions

challenge is presented when we want connected devices

already begun collaborating with its partners. It has worked

which is where the insecurity occurs. An additional
to speak to each other. It would be one thing to provide
security on a smart watch, but then we want that device to
connect to our phone, home speaker or even a home

security system. There’s a lot of sharing of information and
altering that data to be compatible with every other device.

For businesses, they need each store to be able to

process payment and report at the corporate level.
Financial institutions need to provide secure online

banking. Even renting an apartment or applying for a
store’s rewards credit card requires multiple points of

connection for someone’s social security number.
When information is transferred or delivered, that’s
when it can become exposed.

Tightening Security

IoT device manufacturers are looking at ways to prevent
such breaches and encryption is one part of the solution.

If the data is properly encrypted during the transfer it
should protect the data. Additionally, the IoT world needs

to work together toward compatible standards. IoT device

manufacturers can better secure their products by
collaborating with several security software companies
that have years of experience and who are champions in

this space. It’s important to employ the services of experts,
and the collaboration of many security companies will also
make it easier for devices to speak to each other and
provide a more secure data transfer process.
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become stronger. From helping the public understand the

In order to make sure its systems are secure; Advantech has

with experts in the field and has created several IoT security-

focused alliances with other companies. Moreover,
Advantech has grown its team by adding solution architects
and creating solution ready packages (SRPs). Advantech is

implementing bundles for enterprises that come ready with
hardware, software, sensors, sensor nodes and other

important items, which are then vetted and tested by the
enterprise to see if it fits their specific application. These

solutions impact security, because they add different
protocols of communication, while also continuing to use
data encryption and improving the overall solution. n
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David Xue

Title: Product Engineer

Specialty: Enterprise Network

9 PEOPLE YOU
SHOULD KNOW

David Xue is a Product Engineer of the Enterprise Network Product Division. He is

fairly new to Advantech having started on October of 2019. He supports the Firewall
Appliance products, currently one of the hottest solutions on the market, which is

designed as the universal Customer Premise Equipment (uCPE) for SD-WAN/Next

Generation Firewall/Virtualized Network Functions. He is responsible for the product
and project planning and execution throughout the product lifecycle.

As an engineer, David is passionate about the knowledge he gains from his experiences at work. Whether it is
simply discovering the capabilities of Wi-Fi 6 or Advanced 5G technology which has raised the bar in wireless
speed or learning how IoT has made its way into specific industries, he is always looking for a sense of

Gina Yang

Title: Product Manager

Specialty: Retail/Hospitality Solutions

achievement in connecting the dots for the clients who inquire into his expertise.

If you’re looking for Network Appliance Solutions and happen to love photography, start your journey here with David.

Gina focuses her energy on solving or improving product functions to simplify

customer demands. As a Product Manager for the Logistics & Smart City group, her

Thomas Lee

capabilities allows her to successfully manage customer business objectives and

Specialty: Electrical Mastermind

Title: Engineering Supervisor

thorough understanding of product/solution offerings, roadmaps and resource

Thomas has always had a curious and technical mind. He learned to solder his first

technology requirements. She enjoys seeing the results of technology improving a

electrical circuit job at age 12, and that was just the beginning. He’s been working

customer’s daily operations, which can include process enhancement and efficiency

on circuitry ever since! At 18, he owned his first motor scooter, which he would

and overall employee improvements. The position she takes within her role is geared towards creating a co-working

modify and make upgrades to, and was met with both good and bad outcomes.

experience where the customer is no longer just a customer, but a partner that is welcome to open communication

Always open to trial and error and thrilled with the opportunity to learn from failures,

and thought exchange. When solving problems, Gina applies both logical and emotional aspects equally. Gina’s

skill sets, from her communication skills to analytical sharpness to industry insights, continue to drive her and her

Thomas will never become complacent or dull in his role as engineering supervisor

team’s performance forward towards successful customer relationships. With an electrical engineer background,

at Advantech. Working on projects from beginning to end, he is involved with pre-sales discussions, post-sales

communities to continue to cultivate her creative and empathetic side. If you ever come across a standard manual

problems and support cases with his team. With the mindset that there is always more to learn, Thomas

Gina understands the use of analytics to ensure an actionable and feasible plan. She participates in design-thinking
with some friendly notes added in, you know Gina most likely added it to clarify the often technical translation.

Jason Hsu

projects and technical support. As a leader for his team of engineers, he enjoys getting his hands dirty to solve

continues to challenge himself and his team as he guides them through new and exciting applications. It is to his

delight to witness the amazing innovations that eventually get created to propel smart cities. As a new father, he
will continue to meet challenges head on and celebrate achievements in both his personal and professional life.

Title: Product Management Supervisor
Specialty: ODM/Custom Projects

Shawn Fan

with wheels. Jason brings this same passion for vehicles to his career in

Specialty: Embedded IoT

Title: PM Supervisor

His love for cars was apparent, as early in his youth he was drawn towards toys

As the Product Manager Supervisor in charge of the SOM/Computer on module

managing a team across various ODM sustaining projects. He has now been a

product line, Shawn likes to push himself to the next level in both his personal and

part of the Advantech family for over a decade, leaving coincidentally, the

professional endeavors. His resourcefulness and exceptional organization skills allow

automotive industry. While he dreams to own an RV to travel cross-country and

him to come up with thoroughly researched and informed solutions on both the

camp in national parks with his wife, Jason pushes forward in his role full of

product-side and project-side. On the product-side, he develops plans based on

energy and motivation. His key duty involves a pivotal role in cost management, which overseas factory

coordination and commitment to customer satisfaction. Jason and his team work with all cross functional

partners. On the project-side, he communicates and coordinates with various teams to continually motivate their

forward to seeing their positivity come full circle.

Shawn brings his experience, fresh perspective and hint of perfectionism to his current role at Advantech. He

at hand, he also believes in the circle of Karma. He and his team continue to work collaboratively and look
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business trends and industry information to find the right solution for the right

departments to ensure complete and timely project delivery. As a man with drive and enthusiasm for the task

collaborative efforts to complete projects, meet goals and close deals together. Previously a hardware engineer,
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enjoys the challenges of juggling a wide range of projects and pulling together various resources to find the optimal

Jing Huang (ACG Engineer)

towards health and fitness. He can be found in the gym working out 6 days of the week! Always striving for

Specialty/Focus: Breaking Down Complex Projects

Title: Application Engineer

solutions with his team. Shawn’s unrelenting self-discipline and excellent work ethic stem from his dedication

Jing began his career at Advantech in Taiwan before making his way more recently

improvement and progressive change, Shawn will continue to propel himself and his team towards many more

to sunny California’s Irvine office. With his passion for learning and curiosity for the

successes and accomplishments.

unknown, Jing enjoys tackling issues and answering customer inquiries. As with any
project, he helps customers solve their technical issues by assessing the

Ping Liu

Title: System Engineering & Integration Manager

complications, and providing clear simple guidance. His passions lean towards

technical aspects, as well as towards customer service, allowing Jing to transform

Specialty: Amazing Talent

complex support into friendlier laymen terms. He truly enjoys his customer interactions and conversations, as

system integration design, ranging from small embedded systems to large systems,

inquisitive nature and genuine interest give Jing a bright eyed enthusiasm and fresh take on various projects. As

Ping Liu is a System Engineer and Integration Manager. His role is to ensure the
is managed with no obstacles. He is also responsible for certification support.

While working at his dad’s textile factory, he would often get electric shocks when

each case is different and offers a valuable learning lesson in innovation and/or technology outlook. His

a great source of product knowledge, Jing is a beacon for the Advantech team and its partners. He openly
welcomes anyone and everyone to share with him their latest findings, new skills or entertaining stories.

handling various fabrics. The fear and curiosity of these electrical shocks led him to

study further in Electrical Engineering while in college. He was able to understand how electrical appliances

Sandy Hoang

neighbors. With more than 20 years of experience in the field of industrial computing, he has become a

Specialty/Focus: Network/Cloud Computing

Title: Lead Application Engineer

function by learning circuit theories, which he then applied to repair all kinds of appliances for his friends and

Sandy continues to grow in the field as a lead application engineer supporting the

seasoned engineer. He is often referred to as the foundation for the team in times of weathering difficult

largest division in the U.S.A. Her long tenure has given her visibility to all kinds of

situations. His knowledge of the embedded industry, attention to the smallest technical details, and undivided

projects and innovations. This experience is critical in dealing with key customers

focus and compassion for others has made him a force for our company and our customers.

that demand quick troubleshooting results and or support to launch their new

solution. Her ability to think broadly across all products/platforms gives her an edge

Ping recently learned about quantum computers, which have super-sonic fast data processing capacity. He enjoys
sharing his fascinations and has conversations with his sons about emerging innovation. His family life and work
experience has given him the power of patience, which he feels is the key to solving difficult challenges.

Chris LoBue (Engineer ECG)
Title: Application Engineer

Specialty/Focus: Problem Solver

to assist customers and solve the unsolvable. Sandy also lends her hands to the

production team, addressing issues in configuration and testing phases. Always ready and willing to provide her
support and insight, Sandy is a great resource and asset for Advantech.

Her motto, “no big deal”, exemplifies her generally unflustered persona. With her training and expertise, she
carefully deliberates and considers all courses of action to face any given challenge. n

Chris LoBue is an amazing problem solver. He has been with Advantech for 3 years as

an application engineer and supports the Embedded Computing Group. As an application
engineer, he immerses himself in the client’s objectives, concerns, and sales’ feedback to

design, test and implement complex programs and applications. His supervisor has noted
that Chris is always willing to go the extra mile in solving intricate requirements.

As a technical resource, Chris provides his expertise on many projects. In a calendar year, we partake in over

80 events. His support in the product demo process for these events, which includes testing, analyzing criteria
and finding solutions to any speed bumps we encounter, is invaluable.

Chris has always had a passion for technology. After saving enough money at the age of 12 from working in his
family’s orange fields, he bought a small computer to tinker and play games. He always yearns for the latest
technology trends and partakes in tradeshows like CES and Computex. When he needs to unplug from the

technology world he enjoys a quick scooter ride to Starbucks or likes to catch up with peers in the breakroom. On
the weekends, you can find Chris and his wife excelling in kickboxing classes. Next time you see Chris make
sure to say hello, and ask “who shot first? Han Solo or Greedo?”
12
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Here are five steps shippers can take to leverage
IoT technology solutions in their supply chains to
maintain a competitive edge:

1. Map Out Your Existing Process

To prepare for proper IoT implementation, it’s
important to first determine and then analyze

what stage you’re at in the process. Mapping out
your existing business processes with fine,

granular detail, or brining in a Six Sigma expert,

will enable you to determine the current the steps
and workflows of your current processes. This
will better equip your company with the

necessary insight to further enhance and

improve your supply chain with IoT solutions.
2. Build a Dedicated Team to Implement
New IoT Solutions

When implementing new IoT solutions, it’s

Leveraging IoT
Technology Solutions
in Five Easy Steps
Author: Gregg Abbate, key account manager at Advantech

Today, with the availability of big data and the push

However,

is easier than ever before. This is resulting in more

great. Especially in current age of ecommerce and

companies being able to competently handle their
supply chains, versus a select few at the top.
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at the helm, as good leadership translates to

long-term success. Additionally, this individual will
be tasked with ensuring you have enough highly

being

“competent”

at

supply

chain

management isn’t good enough, you have to be
online shopping, the ability to efficiently manage
supply chains is absolutely critical.

Don’t be afraid to “call a friend”— or phone an

expert! An outside expert source, in the form of a

consultant, typically has their finger on the pulse of

the latest industry trends and processes and knows
what works and doesn’t. Developing and

implementing new IoT solutions can be complicated

and a major financial investment. Speak to multiple
experts to gain a variety of educated opinions on

how to proceed. These outside expert sources will
better enable you to choose the best path toward
the greatest ROI.

5. Study Your Results and Constantly Evolve

Once you’ve completed steps one through four – don’t
stop! IoT technology is constantly evolving and as

new innovative solutions hit the market. The more

resources and time you invest into IoT implementation,
the sharper your processes will become. Your
continual improvements may open doors to

opportunities for more efficiency and possibly new
markets in your supply chain.

invested team members to spearhead the

The potential market in the logistics industry is wider

commitment. A sure-fire way to put a wrench in

continue to bridge the traditional gaps in efficiency,

implementation process with the proper levels of
your plans is to assign a team with minimal

direction, low commitment and no incentive to get
the job done. Identify your best go-getters, have

regular meetings with them and work together on
S.M.A.R.T. (specific, measurable, achievable,
relevant and time-bound) goals.
3. Know Your Competition

One of the shipping industry’s biggest and most difficult challenges has
always been finding ways to efficiently manage supply chain logistics. In the
past, the shippers that dominated the industry were those with the best
operational management programs.

for better business intelligence, controlling logistics

imperative to have a strong, knowledgeable leader

4. Ask an Expert

Take a deep dive and analyze what your peers

and competitors may be doing right or struggling
with. You will most likely find that you have

similar challenges as your competitors; however,
don’t just follow their lead blindly. Examine how

than ever before. However, as new technologies
this also means that companies are now locking

horns over who can have the best delivery speeds,
and

the

most

customizations

and

options

to

accelerate package deliveries. This is why it’s vital

that companies find new ways to protect their current
market share by expanding their verticals. IoT allows

for this type of greater adaptability and agility in
decision-making

processes.

Data

collection

capabilities also provide an unprecedented look at

customer needs and behavior, allowing companies to

innovate based on compelling evidence—all of which
create opportunities for revenue growth.

several different companies are handling similar

IoT technology is the future of supply chain

based on where their strategies and tactics are

process, and in the pursuit of greatness there is

challenges and then develop a competitive plan

lacking. Basically, take the best parts of how they
have implemented IoT technology to create a
new and unique approach that will set your
organization apart from your competition.

VOICES IN TECHNOLOGY

development. As always, innovation is an ongoing
simply

no

replacement

for

investment

and

creativity. With all the tools that IoT provides, and
these actionable steps, the possibilities
are truly endless. n
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10 Questions with
Advantech North America
General Manager
Ween Niu
1. What are Advantech’s core values?

2. What makes Advantech a leader of embedded

Ween Niu: First and foremost, we will always be a

and automated solutions and services in the U.S.?

company that puts its customers first. Once a client

Niu: I believe our business model is very unique, with

support and know-how will be at their disposal for the

companies. We offer over 1,500 standard products (3,000

engages with us, we want them to understand that our

entire product life cycle. We strive to earn their trust,
understand their full, unique requirements and aim to
help them achieve their goals.

We also strive to be a reliable business partner. A big
part of Advantech’s success is its ability and
commitment to establish meaningful relationships.

They are not just our customers, but rather our
partners. The more our clients understand our
processes

–

from

design

and

validation

to

manufacturing and logistics – the more confidence
and trust they’ll have in our partnership to ensure a
successful outcome.

Of course, at the heart of Advantech’s core values is
our technology – our innovations enable better

several key differentiators that set us apart from other
part numbers, if you include products with varying options
or features), so our solutions are both broad and diversified.
This allows us to be a one-stop-shop and industry leader in

the industrial PC market, which includes key verticals such

as medical, automation, network security, city services,
QSR, surveillance and many more. Think of us as the
Amazon of industrial IoT. We have an incredible array of

solutions from medical/healthcare hardware, factory and
building automation, power plant and oil field monitoring, to
industrial tablets and even 8k streaming and broadcasting.
3. This has got to be one of the most challenging
years for any business or industry due to the

shutdown caused by COVID-19. How was Advantech
USA able to continue during this period?

business intelligence. When people talk about

Niu: These are extremely difficult times, and no

connectivity, watching smart cities take form and

unprecedented times, leadership has had to make

digital transformation, it’s about reliability and
changing

lives.

With

the

current

COVID-19

pandemic, we’ve all had a front-row seat to how

reliable connectivity in the era of IoT can be used to
help curb the spread of deadly viruses.

VOICES IN TECHNOLOGY

company will come out of it unscathed. During these

several arduous decisions. Looking back, I think the
choices were obvious because we made these
decisions with our peers’ well-being and safety as a

top priority. However, before the President’s official

19
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social distancing orders and recommendations were

The fact of the matter is that the market in North America

industrial PC (IPC) companies that manufacture all our

focus. In making this shift, we will gain subject matter

all our events and non-essential travel as a

opportunities in key industry verticals for us to grow in,

and a track record that speaks for itself.

With the current COVID-19 pandemic, we imagine

in place, we made the timely decision to shut down
precaution, due to safety concerns. Of course, as
things unfolded even further, we continued making

decisions that were centered around our teams best

interests – allowing employees to work from home,
stocking

the

office

with

masks,

touchless

such as medical, security, retail/QSR and automation.

5. What is Advantech’s immediate and long-term growth
and expansion plan in the North American market?

temperature readings (using Advantech’s thermal

Niu: We plan to expand from four regional offices to six

was a quick return to normalcy. We now know that

North American cities.

systems) and sanitizer stations – for what we hoped
this was naively optimistic.

However, decisions that put our people first, and

our continued support of clients in both essential
and non-essential businesses, have allowed us to

keep moving forward. Interestingly, we probably

have over a dozen projects in the works that

currently support the fight against COVID-19 and
future diseases.

Additionally, we provide special support for two

types of customers. The first type, I’ll refer to as the

“pull-in” customers who need products urgently to

in 2020, which will give us a larger footprint in major

Our new Toronto office will help drive local opportunities
and expand our reach throughout Canada, while the

new Chicago office will provide us with more

comprehensive coverage in the Midwest region. This

will enable Advantech to provide more localized

these customers, we simply had to provide more
flexibility, push back or scale back on production
and even allow for cancellations.

4. What is Advantech doing well in the U.S. market

opportunities for us in verticals like robotics and life
sciences in the New England region.

our revenue from $500 million to $1 billion within North

new headquarters and second service center in Southern

California. Both facilities are planned to start construction
in 2021 and open in 2022. Strategically, this will support
our business growth in the coming years.

6. Why should U.S. organizations choose
Advantech as their IoT partner?

and where is there opportunity to grow?

Niu: After almost 40 years in business, Advantech is a

Niu: Our experience and expertise in a myriad of

values. Our business model is simple because we are in

vertical markets is by far Advantech’s biggest strength.

We have a great team in the U.S. with years of
experience navigating projects from start to finish and
overcoming challenges that may hinder or halt others.

Simply put, we speak the same tech language as our

customers, and openly share our vertical market
knowledge with them. This helps establish confidence

in the relationship and reinforces their trust that we are
a value-added company.

software can connect the dots between IoT ecosystem
partners and end-user customers, offering a complete
IoT solution. It’s fairly easy to find a partner who offers
hardware or software, but doesn’t have the capabilities

to integrate, support and offer plug-and-play software
that is validated. It’s extremely rare you will find a
partner, like Advantech, that has it all.

7. What drives your passion about the Advantech
brand? Why should others care?

our solutions have been utilized in, but for obvious

for a potential new office. This office would open

America by 2025. To support this goal, we plan to open a

received a drop in demand due to COVID-19. For

offer what we do. In fact, Advantech’s hardware and

For instance, Boston is another city we are looking at

additional shifts and pulled all the levers in
the “push-out” clients, are those who unexpectedly

Additionally, there are very few IPC companies that can

Niu: We are the brand behind some amazing brands. I

more local opportunity in specific regional verticals.

Regarding our long-term plans, we are hoping to double

production to meet their needs. The second type,

own hardware, with heavy emphasis on quality control

support within these markets. Each new office brings

deal with the needs driven by COVID-19. For these

customers, we have worked overtime, added

20

is bigger than other countries. There will always be

company that truly understands its mission and core

a niche market. For instance, if you have a heart problem,
you pay the specialist price to see a cardiologist, not a

common doctor. This is the exact reason why we are

often wish we could list all the companies and projects

reasons (e.g. NDAs) this list remains behind closed
doors. However, when we see these projects come to life
and how they are changing the world we live in, we can’t

help but be passionate about the part we played,
however small or big it may be. Our solutions are helping
brands improve and save lives, conserve energy, reduce

bounce-back year, as our partners are eager to get

back to business. We will make two major
investments from June of this year onward; 1) recruit
more talent and 2) increase products made or

integrated in the U.S. I imagine there will be many
talented people looking for career changes, due to

the COVID-19 economic and social impacts. This is
the right time for Advantech to enhance its most
valuable asset – its people.

Next year, our business will change to meet the trends
that arise in our industry. Our engineers will leverage

local supply components to design products for preselected markets and set up local production, allowing

us to penetrate regulated government, military and
aerospace businesses.

9. Can you share what you believe to be the most
important aspect of true leadership?

valuable asset – I’m not the first to say this, and

and have them already know all our food allergies and
preferences,

to

make

more

valuable

meal

recommendations before we’re even seated. Advantech

is at the forefront of AI and IoT, which help our partners
become more intelligent in this ever-changing digital
landscape. We are proud to be a part of the evolution of

technology that is transforming businesses and changing
lifestyles. We are Advantech. We are enablers.
8. What do you hope to accomplish with
Advantech in the next year?

changes may not always work out the way you intend, you

service and flexible support and are one of the few

We have a strong sense that 2021 will be a great

distant future, we will be able to walk into a restaurant

even improve simple day-to-day activities. In the not so

model is not about being the least expensive or most
our partners can trust and rely on. We offer premier

in others, following the re-opening of the economy.

Niu: We understand that people and relationships are

Niu: I believe that if you are not always thinking of ways to

expensive solution in the industry, but rather a brand that

sales will be challenging in some markets and better

waste and pollution, lower crime, reduce accidents and

viewed as a valuable partner – clients understand our

specialty, and value our focused expertise. Our business

experts in all the key verticals of the markets we serve.

the keys to success! Our people are our most
definitely won’t be the last. As leaders, it’s important
for us to put ourselves in our employees’ shoes to be

able to better predict and address concerns before
they become issues.

10. What is the most important piece of advice you’d
give to new professionals or emerging leaders?

Niu: Treat everyone with respect and share your vision.
Allow your peers and employees to be a part of the big

picture by bringing them into your world and asking for
their feedback.

improve, you will become complacent. While some

Also, allow your people to make mistakes and help

must continue moving in order to progress and evolve –

processes to resolve issues as people grow in their

and often that means taking some risks. In the next year

or two, our sales force will have a completely different
VOICES IN TECHNOLOGY

them learn from them. There are always better

roles. Most importantly, set high standards and
demand high returns. n
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IoT Puts Superheroes
out of Business
Author: Gregg Abbate, key account manager at Advantech
From their superpowers and background to what made

them choose the life of a caped crusader, every
superhero’s story is unique. However, the driving
commonality between all superheroes is that they all

‘do good’ – fighting crimes, saving citizens, taking on
natural disasters, and more – all for their city and

community. Each superhero’s distinct story arc gives us
a view of ‘big city life’ from one extreme to another, as
well as how our favorite heroes take on these unique

metropolitan challenges. From street level crimes,

ranging from a mugging to a full-scale jewelry heist, to
rescuing an old lady crossing the street from a speeding

truck, superheroes can respond to these emergencies
faster and more effectively than first responders.
Additionally, they can do it non-lethally, meaning they

reduce the risk of injury and death to firefighters and

police officers, bystanders and the perpetrators. Still,
the question must be asked: what if IoT technology

became so advanced it created the ultimate ‘smart city’,
making superheroes obsolete?

Let’s first take a look at the crimes currently faced in
cities, and how some of our favorite superheroes would
handle these issues:

● Robbery and Theft

One of Spiderman’s most unique and prominent 		

powers is his “spider-sense,” which is a tingling 		
sensation that alerts him to imminent danger. The

greater the danger or his overall proximity to it 		
increases the tingling sensation. With most 		
robberies and thefts, although there are alarm

systems and security in place, the thieves can flee
the scene because of the time it takes for police to

arrive. However, thanks to his unique ability, 		
Spiderman can be onsite at the scene of the 		

● Violence

We all know Batman’s superpower is his intellect 		
and wealth of cool technological gadgets that 		
allow him to fight crime in Gotham. For instance, 		

when faced with a hoard of criminals, Batman’s 		
Batmobile often comes plowing through to help 		
break up the fight and sweep the hero to safety. 		
The Batmobile is not just a remote starter vehicle,

however; Batman can drive the car with his voice.

Another vital gadget that helps Batman fight crime

in Gotham is the Bat Computer housed in his 		
Batcave. It serves as a digital database, keeping 		

records of everything from fingerprints to facial 		
recognition software, and spits out information on

gangs and criminals at lighting speed. While 		
Batman is one of the smartest superheroes in the

DC universe, he definitely has a lot of help from 		
his collection of crime-fighting gadgets.
● Kidnappings

Once a kidnapping occurs, it’s often very difficult 		

to track down both the perpetrator and the victim. 		
This is due to perpetrators going to great lengths 		

to cover their tracks, from the immediate transfer 		

of the victim from the ‘point of attack’ to a more 		
secure and isolated location, to vehicle changes 		

and disguises. Luckily, for citizens of Metropolis, 		

Superman has the ability of flight, super speed, 		
x-ray vision, telescopic as well as microscopic 		
vision, and super hearing on his side to help him 		

track down kidnappers and their victims in the 		
blink of an eye. This is an especially good thing 		

for Superman, as his love interest, Lois Lane, is 		
often kidnapped or placed in dangerous scenarios 		
where Superman must rescue her.

crime before the robbery even takes place. This 		

Sadly, superheroes and their extraordinary powers do

the potential danger before the thieves can escape.

technology is becoming, we can now mimic these very

enables him to nip the crime in the bud, thwarting

VOICES IN TECHNOLOGY

not exist in our reality. However, with how advanced IoT
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abilities and reap the benefits of a superhero via “smart

cities.” Many city administrators are implementing IoT
technology from the roads to skyscrapers and public
transportation, to lower crime and ultimately improve
the quality of life for citizens.

Here are seven ways in which smart technology and
cities will put superheroes out of business:

1. Artificial Intelligence to Predict Peak Crime Hours
Predictive technology can create and conduct a
“heat map” to monitor the flow of people. The

addition of predictive accumulated big data can be
used in conjunction with these displays of when

and where law abiding citizens congregate. Then,
using data from what has happened in the past,

can predict when crime will happen again. This will

be able to alert police enforcement to where people
congregate at different times of the day, effectively
forecasting the most likely times crime will occur.
2. License Plate Recognition

Artificial Intelligence can also grab license plate

details from static locations, such as lamp posts,

stoplights and mobile locations like cameras and
sensors on municipal vehicles – busses, tow

trucks, city vehicles and ambulances. This will

allow a city to monitor patterns and detect any

unusual behaviors or locate a stolen or lost vehicle.
3. Facial Recognition

Installing facial recognition technology at ATMs,

Remote video monitoring centers, or the use of

video cameras and analytics, are creating a more
reliable security system network. Instead of a

police car physically patrolling a neighborhood, the
station can be alerted to a specific event in a

designated area via the remote monitoring center.
6. GPS and City Information Kiosks

GPS and smart city kiosks are going to replace

static signage across cities. These new devices will

help keep law abiding citizens safe by ensuring they

The Evolving Future
of 8K Streaming

never get lost, can remotely call and speak to the

police and provide charging stations for mobile tech.
7. MaaS

Mobility as a service (MaaS) describes a shift away
from personally-owned modes of transportation, to
mobility provided as a service. This is enabled by

combining transportation services from public and
private providers through a unified gateway that

Author: Emily Teng, product manager of Advantech’s North America video solutions division

MaaS via single account, whether it’s per trip or a

New advancements in technology and innovative concepts consistently impact
industry verticals. In terms of the broadcast and entertainment industries, where
consumers upgrade to the biggest and best TVs on a regular basis, this is evidently
true – with Nielsen highlighting that Americans watch in excess of eight billion hours
of content via connected TV devices per month. With their debut at CES 2019, 8k TVs
are projected to greatly succeed within the industry as both consumers and major
manufacturers are now hopping on the 8K train. This evolution, however, brings to
light an important question for the future of TVs: is 4K out now that 8K is in?

creates and manages the trip. Users can pay for

monthly fee for a limited distance. The key concept

behind MaaS is to offer travelers mobility solutions,
based on their travel needs. Specialist urban

mobility applications are also expanding their

offerings to enable MaaS, such as Transit, Uber
and Lyft. Through MaaS, a city becomes more

efficient and safer, minimizing the number of cars
and traffic congestion that can cause accidents.

busy intersections, “bad neighborhoods” and

Recent IoT advancements are allowing “smart cities” to

The Major Differences – 8K vs. 4K

on a 4K – if one plays 4K content on an 8K TV, the

to track and capture criminals or missing persons.

working in a city and helping to significantly reduce

pixels and a vertical resolution of 4320 pixels, 8K UHD

higher the pixel count within a digital image, the sharper

high-crime areas can increase the city police’s ability

4. Gun Shot Detection

New surveillance technology installed in lampposts,

roofs and buildings will be able to triangulate gunfire
within 10 feet of where the shooting took place,

determining how many shooters there are before

police enforcement arrives on the scene. This is key,
as it’s often very difficult for first responders to

determine where a gunshot originated from and how
dangerous the situation might be.
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5. Remote Monitoring Centers

flourish, eliminating the challenges associated with
crime and violence. The use of deep learning and cloud

computing allows for the gathering, management and
utilization of big data.

Using AI referencing in

conjunction with IoT technology will help make cities
smarter and safer for everyone. IoT technology is going

to continue advancing safe city life, through the use of

Referring to a horizontal resolution comprised of 7680
TVs have two times the horizontal and vertical resolution
of 4K UHD TVs (3840 x 2160). Typically, 8K UHD has 33.2
megapixels and 4K UHD has 8.3 megapixels – with 8K

essentially having four times as many pixels as 4K, and 16
times as many pixels as Full HD (1920 x 1080).

unmanned autonomous vehicles, drone deliveries, of

When viewing a Blu-Ray movie without changing the

hospital, and more. It’s safe to say that smart cities are

take up 1/16 of the screen, as Blu-Ray stores video in

not only packages but even organs from hospital to
the new superhero! n

resolution on an 8K TV, for example, the screen will

1080p as a standard. This goes the same when viewing

VOICES IN TECHNOLOGY

image cannot be played in full screen. Overall, the
the image appears. Launching its first 8K OLED model,
LG’s 88-inch 8K Z9 OLED is on the market for $30,000,

with a less expensive model, the 75-inch 8K NanoCell
model, selling for $5,000.

8K TVs Are Here to Stay

There is a common misconception that 8K TVs have
arrived on the market before their time; however, in the
world of TVs and technology, developments occur at an

incredibly quick speed. For example, Sharp’s first 8K TV
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went on sale in 2015 for $133,000, and

just a few years later, Samsung now has

its 8K TVs on the market starting at $5,000.
That being said, while 8K TVs are likely to

not hit consumer markets for another

couple years as manufacturers adopt the

new technology, it is predicted that the cost
will decrease further and further. Just as
was the case with price drops in 4K TVs,
8Ks will undoubtedly follow suit – and

AD
8k

consumers will no doubt embrace the new
evolution in the TV industry wholeheartedly.

The Latest Updates with 8K Content

The Benefits of Utilizing 8K

greatest challenges with getting 8K TVs on the broader

are numerous additional benefits that come with the

As with any technological advancement, one of the
consumer market is the lack of currently available 8K

content. In terms of overall amounts, there is either not
enough 8K content or the sufficient bandwidth needed for

the streaming of that high-quality content. Nonetheless,

this fact is slowing changing within the industry thanks to
video-streaming sites such as YouTube and Vimeo
embracing 8K through platform development to support

the new technology. Since launching support for 8K
content in 2017, Vimeo currently hosts 6,000 8K-tagged
videos, and YouTube also has thousands of 8K videos –

though its search filters have not yet been adapted to

search for resolution over 4K. Similarly, NKH, a

adoption of 8K TVs. For instance, 8K can be
implemented broadly and used throughout the media

industry. Doctors can utilize an 8K endoscope to

obtain a far clearer image of an infected area when
seeing a patient and providing a more accurate
diagnosis or treatment plan. Similarly, a teaching

hospital can take advantage of 8K TVs to stream and
showcase live surgeries to classrooms for medical
students – highlighting the vivid image and crystalclear pixelization of the surgical process to enhance
student learning.

broadcasting organization in Japan, has tested a channel

Looking Toward the Future

a permanent offering. As this trend continues, future

18 to 29-year-olds watch TV primarily via streaming

dedicated to supporting 8K content and has now made it
events such as the 2020 Olympics will absolutely provide

a major opportunity for Japanese broadcasting to
showcase additional 8K content.

Native content is only one aspect of the 8K evolution.
Several 8K TVs currently available can upscale 4K

content to 8K content. In fact, Samsung’s latest TVs
utilize

a

dedicated

8K

processor

and

artificial

intelligence system that can convert 4K content in realtime at a frame-by-frame level.
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Other than the obvious improvements in visuals, there

According to the Pew Research Center, 61 percent of

services. As such, the most important aspect of the 8K

business model is the effective cooperation with
partners

in

the

high-definition

video

streaming

ecosystem – focusing on a complete solution for end-

consumers. Combining this with the current consumer
mentality of “fast technology” and upgrading the newest
smart phone, gaming console, TV or other tech on an

almost yearly basis, there is a strong foundation for 8K
to expand greatly in the consumer market within the
next year or two. n
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Interview:
Kristin Russell,
President of Arrow Global Services
at Arrow Electronics, Inc.

trusted advisor and partner to help customers not only

technologies that have existed for a long time, such as

solution implementations at a global scale.

micro data centers, gateways, and AI models, all fit for

bring new products to market rapidly, but also support

We see so many customers struggle with where to

We are forever in a race of hardware versus software

that orchestrator, bringing together the right partners,

is currently winning and why?

fragmented market. To that end, Arrow is striving to be
products, and services to help our customers navigate

Russell: I love this question because it’s somewhat

So the developers first call should be to Arrow?

depend on each other and one can’t function without

those innovative solutions, and bring them to market.

There are a lot of players in the AI/IoT space. Arrow
understands who all those players are, so that when
developers ask us where they should start, we can

AI and how it affects the IoT and automation

IoT network, its algorithms can not only predict system

now. What is Arrow doing to address this industry?

action, both proactively and preemptively.

industries are the hottest topics in our space right

Kristin Russell: Right now, the world is being both

Arrow is helping customers envision and execute products

that where there aren’t adequate tools to do the job, the

together cloud players and hardware and software and

reactive and proactive to these spaces. This means

world is largely reactive to changing conditions. And in

the absence of good data and analytics, systems and

humans simply don’t have the ability to optimize

reactions or take preventative actions. This is where AI
can shine; when AI is trained by data collected by an
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behavior, but also can prescribe appropriate courses of

bridge that connection to various players so they can
get their solutions to market.

Developers are trying to move AI to the edge of the
IoT. Is this viable with current technology?

Russell: Yes, it is, and it has a lot to do with speed,

here at Arrow Global Services is a trend over the

last several years where our customers are wanting
to focus their efforts on the part of the solution that
is truly core to their company’s purpose and mission,
and leveraging partners like Arrow to handle the

rest. This lets them scale to be more agile, to

innovate faster, and more importantly, it gives their
customers choice and flexibility.

Are you a believer in open-source software? Why or
why not?

paradigms. When you think about protocols, Unix, the

aggregate on cloud platforms, making them massive,
analytics

and

data

processing

are

becoming

cumbersome and actually slowing down. The cost of
communication and storage is becoming a gating factor

as well. To combat that, technologists are implementing

Open source has given us some useful technology

Internet, Linux, those are just a few examples of the
immense benefit that open source has provided. I also

recognize that despite the massive impact that it’s had,
there are two areas where it falls short.

models to apply intelligence right at the edge. As a data

One is support. When you use open source, you have to

enterprise compute will be processed and created

advantage of the software. There are some forums and

point, Gartner predicts that by 2025, 75% of all
outside of the traditional data center.

broadly about how compute systems should be created

edge industry partnerships, we’re well positioned to be that

must be built in tandem. One thing we are seeing

point of transaction. Another factor is that as loads

provide better, smarter, cost-effective services at the

services, and even market-ready solutions that can help

ecosystems, specifically on the product set and cutting-

the other. There should be no debate because they

Russell: Yes, I am a believer in open-source software.

It’s actually a good thing for consumers, for businesses,

By combining the right expertise and technology

of a red herring debate. Hardware and software

scalability and security. All of these movements race to

for the future. We provide enabling technologies, bringing

customers transform their product and business models.

with one always playing catch up to the other. Who

what can be a fairly complex world around IoT and AI.

for companies that are looking to create and develop

Russell’s team focuses on helping its customers grow by simplifying their technology
lifecycle experience. This means that they help customers create, make, and manage
unique and innovative technology solutions.

the edge, are taking center stage.

even start a project, partly because this is still a very

Russell: Absolutely. We provide a technology platform

Industrial Automation, IoT, and AI are three of the
most popular topics in the embedded computing
industry today. While none of them are relatively new
topics, they are evolving at a rapid pace and will
continue to do so for the foreseeable future. In
fulfilling the technology requirements of customers worldwide, Kristin Russell,
President of Arrow Global Services at Arrow Electronics, Inc., has first-hand experience
with this dynamic evolution.

small form factor computers, ruggedized solutions,

go through many versions and other details to take full

hybrid support models, but they can’t match the quality,
ease of use, and support of commercial systems.

and for technologists because it lets us think more

Secondly, open source can create challenges in long-

and where they fit best for each need. We see a

whether a specific variant of a piece of code will be

proliferation of edge offerings from established players

and new entrants, and new networking technologies

like 5G will help the shift to the edge. But other

VOICES IN TECHNOLOGY

term flexibility and maintenance. It’s hard to know

viable over time or technology. The cost of managing

the code base and the degree of control on the future
roadmap can be prohibitive.
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There’s a lot of talk about security and not enough

This lets the humans focus on thoughts and empathy

more in the forefront of the engineering community?

We are amazingly creative beings and we conduct

action taking place. How do we get security to be

Russell: Security cannot be a separate idea. It must be
inherent in every design decision. The issues that we see

around security are primarily because not enough

attention was placed on security in the design phase

and design and innovation and instruction and training.
ourselves with profound judgment using a highly

nuanced ethical framework that can’t be matched by

robots. The cobots can dramatically improve our
productivity and quality of life.

and/or the implementation phase. Thankfully, the

We’d be remiss if we didn’t mention the ongoing

offerings and we’re producing more highly reliable and

doing to combat this pandemic?

engineering community is making security core to its

secure systems. But the job of security will never be
done. It’s like hygiene and housekeeping. We just have

to understand that no system is ever going to be foolproof.
The concept of cobots is many people’s definition
of Industry 5.0. Is that the next wave of
automation and manufacturing?

Russell: Yes, I think it is, and the future of robotics is not
one where machines replace humans. I envision a

more productive world where robots and humans

coexist and each focuses on what it’s good at. For
example, humans are not very good at making precision

movements, or repetitive work. And robots can be very
useful for dirty or dangerous work.

COVID-19 crisis the world is facing. What is Arrow

Russell: The outbreak of COVID-19 is so personal to
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each of us and how it’s affected our families, our friends,

our communities, and certainly businesses. It’s both
pervasive and acute, which sets it completely apart
from anything else that we’ve ever experienced.
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During challenging times like this, our employees and
communities show remarkable strength, compassion,
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and resiliency by working together and supporting each

other. Arrow business has always been about people
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and relationships. At the end of the day, we are problem
solvers, we’re guiding innovation forward, and this is
what we do. n
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The global digital signage market size stood at
$19.78 billion (USD) in 2018 and is projected to reach
$29.63 billion (USD) in 2024. North America is poised
to dictate the digital signage market share in the
forecast period. The primary factor driving the
market in North America is the rising demand for
digital signage solutions for promotional activities,
360-degree imagery and intelligent programing to
make shopping easier and comfortable. Retail
businesses are increasingly focusing on upgrading
their infrastructure to integrate digital signage
solutions to their existing structures.
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Automation in QSR: A
Multichannel Approach
Author: Josh Knapp, iRetail key account manager at Advantech

Quick serve restaurants (QSR) are the cornerstone of the restaurant industry and this
segment is still positioned for growth in the coming years. However, brands that wish to
survive and grow in this oversaturated market need to stay ahead of their competition by
continuously improving daily operational processes, reducing turn time and increasing
customer service. As QSR restaurants are built on the concept of speed in delivery, the
savviest brands are improving processes and the customer experience through
automation. However, recently, for both QSR and retail in general, the focus on being
competitive through “customer experience” has led to the birth of a new type of automation
in QSR, and the result is a multichannel approach to servicing customers.
As the behavior of consumers continues to evolve, QSR

multichannel strategy. As an added benefit, the

serve

order, opens new channels of sales and marketing

brands are tasked with becoming more adaptive to better
a

smarter,

more

tech-driven

client

base.

Multichannel strategies meet customer expectations by
relying heavily on IoT solutions – including connected

that weren’t possible a few years ago.

and smart technology to deploy systems like self-order

Frictionless retail is another concept that has made its

kiosks and self-serve locker delivery systems for an

simplify and make processes more efficient and

terminals, interactive menu boards, drive-thru automated
integrated, immersive customer experience.

Previously, a QSR restaurant’s bottom line wasn’t
necessarily

influenced

on

the

technological

advancements made by the brand. However, in today’s

QSR market, whether we look at customer engagement
or customer experience, convenience is key. With
ordering, successful QSR brands have all their bases

covered with traditional solutions, as well as new,
innovative technology—including in-store, drive thru,

way into the industry’s jargon. The original idea was to
seamless. This has now morphed into the concept of

new levels. The restaurant is fully automated, meaning

simultaneously improving processes, is what’s leading

restaurant’s app and then have their food prepared and

next visit.” The drive to retain customer loyalty, while
the digital transformation of QSR restaurants.

Gen Z, or the next generation of buyers and decisionmakers, have grown up with technology at their fingertips.

Therefore, brands can no longer rely on traditional print
or shotgun-blast strategies. They need laser-focused
approaches that integrate mobile devices and social

media into the customer journey. The adoption of these

streamline the ordering process, by removing the need for

mobile pay, mobile wallets and electronic gift cards allow

consumers the ability to go wallet-less, by consolidating
payment methods all onto a mobile device.

drive-thrus via interactive kiosks or mobile apps. These

customers to wait for and interact with an available
attendant. Through touch-screen kiosks in drive-thrus,

customers can ensure their order customizations are

exactly to their liking. Recently, Sonic announced it is

testing voice-activated self-order stations, which should
improve speed of service and order accuracy, while also

QSR’s are already moving beyond mobile apps for

multichannel as well, with table-side service, advanced

Brands are upping their game by utilizing data provided

Some brands are far ahead of the game, having already

data collection of this specific group of customers, helps

employees any time throughout their shopping or dining

order parking spots, where food is hand-delivered to
your car, and even food delivery service to your front
door. The hyper engagement and customer service
that QSRs are supplying to guests is the epitome of

simple tasks like ordering and payment processing.
from user-registered loyalty and rewards accounts. The

brands better analyze consumer behavior and track

account balances to provide more meaningful suggestive

paying, picking up their food – the customer has no
interaction

with

an

employee.

Fully

automated

restaurants like Wow Bao go beyond simplifying the

customer ordering process; they ensure that the service
is consistent, as well as convenient.

outside the store. For instance, digital menu boards that

approach, an example of frictionless retail can be

gone from cash, to credit, to contactless. Additionally,

receipt. Throughout this entire experience – ordering,

that is solely focused on their wants and needs.

Automation in ordering is also being implemented in QSR

highlighted through payment transactions, which have

placed in a numbered box that corresponds to their

Modern data collection capabilities allow QSR brands to

a competitive edge and provide customers an experience

frictionless retail, by removing all barriers to purchase.
Within the framework of automation and multichannel

customers can order cashless at a kiosk or via the

technologies will ensure QSR brands are able to maintain

self-order kiosk, online, mobile app, advanced order
and more. How customers receive their food is going
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automation of routine tasks, like taking a customer’s

purchases – “try your vanilla latte with goat milk on your

freeing up workers to provide improved hospitality.

eliminated the need for customers to interact with
experience. For example, Wow Bao, a Chicago-based

Asian fast-casual restaurant, has taken automation to
VOICES IN TECHNOLOGY

personalize the customer experience both inside and

use predictive analytics can automatically self-update,
based on current weather, location, season, etc. If you’re
going through a drive-thru in Hawaii on an unusually cold

or rainy day, the automated menu boards may provide

more hot drinks or coffee options than normal; or menu

panels can instantly switch from breakfast to lunch
suggestion at the correct time of day, eliminating the
need for customers to ask what’s available.

Regardless of whether its strategy is based off demand

or desire, the QSR market continues to be one of the
most innovative segments in the retail industry. In true
form, they fully embrace the multichannel approach

through automation and application. In some ways,
QSRs have always known to encourage and nurture
customers to “be your way” and for a person with a
vested interest in the industry, “I’m lovin’ it.” n
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The Benefits and Challenges of IoT
for Telecommunications Networks
Authors: Tom Fong, Eric Muise and Paul Stevens of Advantech

Telecommunications is an essential part of our daily lives. Now more than ever, we
are relying on telecommunications to connect and conduct business, stay productive,
and remain linked to our loved ones and social lives. The integrated voice, audio,
video and data architecture of today’s telecom is how we work, play, shop, socialize
and live. While some of these systems are tried and true and others are emerging
technologies, there’s no doubt that IoT for telecommunications has reshaped the
technology landscape, revealing both benefits and challenges.

Reshaping the Telecom Landscape

Benefits

making many of the objects around us smart, connected

our lives, and the impacts will only grow more

IoT has tremendous ability to improve our daily lives by
and able to communicate with each other. For businesses,

IoT offers the potential to make organizations more agile
and efficient in a broad range of use cases, including

factory automation, smart cities and telehealth to name a
few. These pave the way for a new and disruptive

communications network built around 5G to serve specific

industry requirements. With 5G, the telecommunications

industry is building a new network that enables the next
generation of IoT applications across multiple verticals by
bringing groundbreaking new technologies into play.

VOICES IN TECHNOLOGY

Telecom is already having a profound effect on

immense. The COVID-19 pandemic has isolated
the global population from their workgroups and

companies as well as from friends and family. As
the world stays home to limit human interaction

and ensure we can all stay healthy and protect
our wellbeing, it is clear that telecom is not only

necessary but vital in this new reality. With a less
mobile

population,

the

demand

for

video

conferencing, streaming and cloud services has
soared, and infrastructure capacity is being tested.
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IoT applications for telecommunications are improving

connection and efficiency in a variety of ways. Right now,

the healthcare industry is relying on telehealth to remotely

central to this transformation, including:

care for patients, businesses are adapting to online

SKY-8000 server portfolio – Designed to accelerate next

connect, and society as a whole is moving toward a

an Intel® architecture provide an agnostic NFVI that

collaboration, families are using video conferencing to

smart environment. None of this would be possible
without IoT-connected applications.

generation telecom network rollouts, servers integrating
delivers hardware-software decoupling, full provisioning

flexibility and excellent scalability – all key to meeting
system requirements at the virtual edge.

Challenges

That being said, IoT telecommunications networks still face

SKY-7000 and SKY-8000 – These products offer a

deliver gigabytes of bandwidth has jumped overnight. As

system requirements such as end-to-end security features

challenges. The demand for massive broadband that can

we move away from the pandemic and look to the future,
there’s a need for critical machine-type communication that
provides low-latency, quasi-immediate feedback with high

complete cloud experience and development toolset. Key

and a user-defined access pathway are specified to
ensure security and privacy of data and AI models.

reliability for applications such as virtual reality, remote

FWA series – This flexible white-box uCPE product range

teleoperation and autonomous driving. The industry will

additional virtual network functions from select industry

control

over

drones,

telerobotics,

telepresence,

also need massive machine-type communication that
connects billions of sensor end-points.

IoT security is also a challenge for telecom networks. As
connected devices are engines for data collection, they
become high-value targets for malicious behavior. These

offers a solid foundation for deploying SD-WAN and
partners in enterprise and converged edge solutions.

IoT Private Cloud – Standardized, on-premise cloud
configurations based on a SKY Server stack satisfy large
computation and high availability needs.

devices can be connected and configured to send data

Private LTE and distributed edge cloud – This SKY-8000

risk to data ever present. Industry analysts at Ericsson

compact package. It includes software from key partners,

over networks to cloud applications, making the digital
estimate that there will be 3.5 billion cellular-based IoT
devices connected by 2023, adding an urgency to secure

solution offers a solid base for edge implementations in a
enabling a self-contained virtual RAN and a virtual EPC.

for organizations, so access and trust are essential to

The Future of IoT
Telecommunications Networking

ecosystem able to prevent vulnerabilities.

service providers, they are uniquely positioned to be

this type of network. The benefits of IoT are undeniable
realizing their full potential with all points in the digital

Advantech’s Solutions
Advantech’s

Network

Functions

Since the connectivity layer of IoT comes from
the main source for IoT solutions. Today, telecoms

Virtualization

Infrastructure (NFVI) and universal Customer-Premises
Equipment (uCPE) platforms are designed to provide the

range of innovative services needed by providers to
transform their networks using new disaggregated

models, which separate hardware and software and

remove vendor lock-in. Platforms for uCPE and NFVI
extend the cloud to the enterprise and service provider
edge where technologies such as SD-WAN, IoT and
virtual RAN enable a converged edge architecture

securely connecting people and things. The Advantech
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Cloud-IoT Group is poised to deliver solutions that are

are already deploying IoT solutions such as fleet
management and smart city solutions. The future is
moving towards machine learning with real-time

behavior and sensors that offer opportunity to
suggest highly relevant new services to their existing
customer base and use analytical insights to

increase customer retention. These services can
have

a

profound

impact

on

all

businesses,

preventing downtime and improving the customer
experience. As traditional voice and data services

shrink, telecom is evolving to create new revenue
streams through IoT products and services. n
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AI for Any Environment,
All the Time
Author: Michael Schulman, Inside HPC

It’s this middle ground marriage of portability and power

generate real-time situational awareness. Most

hardware design and software capabilities, that’s enabling

for safe, real-time operation. But unlike a climate-

transformative progress in artificial intelligence, autonomous
vehicles and automation.

1. Artificial intelligence (AI) is revolutionizing our ability
to make more timely, better informed decisions to
interact with the world around us. This requires

software and inference algorithms that can process,

prioritize and extract data to mirror human thoughts,
actions and reactions, but with consistency, speed

and real-time learning that exceeds typical cognitive
ability. For this to be most effective, the computing
needs to be embedded within the environment to

draw directly from live sensors, radar and cameras.
It also requires near-zero latency for split-second,
accurate decision making.

2. Autonomous vehicles (AVs) are becoming a reality
across all forms of both civilian and military

transportation. From cars to semi-trucks to aircraft to
submarines, on-board AI systems combine sensors,
actuators and compute elements to
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relative to temperature: the system’s ability to operate
effectively in temperatures ranging from -40° C to 55°
C with humidity between 5 and 95 percent, and its

ability to manage the heat generated from its increased
computing power. RIA offers both air and liquid cooling
options to maximize compute density while directing
excess heat outside of the vehicle.

2. Shock and vibration resilience: Any moving object is

Today, we’re seeing a greater shift to edge computing environments versus large, secure
data centers. We’re surrounded by edge computing via the Internet of Things every
day; watches, mobile devices, intelligent appliances and home assistants that consume
low amounts of power, perform limited processing and are not expandable. This is in
stark contrast to the other end of the spectrum where large cloud providers and onpremise data centers offer a wide range of computing, networking and storage options
within carefully controlled environments. Ultimately, we need both based on their
respective value. But if we look deeper into what lies between the two extremes, we find
the hybrid – rugged systems that bring the high-performance data center computing
power and functionality to the edge.

blended with evolving needs and innovation in both

1. Thermal Management: There are two major factors

subject to shock and vibration. However, AVs and the
on-board computer systems are subject to extreme
impacts from rough terrain, being struck by another

vehicle or severe weather. To isolate the computer and

maintain consistent operation, RIA is built and tested to
meet or exceed demanding military, IEEE and IEC
specifications.

3. Components: In systems that are subject to non-

datacenter operating conditions, the highest quality
and tested components must be used, to avoid
component failure during operation.

are integrated on state-of-the-art motherboards, as

motherboard, will not require costly and timely recertification of the application or operating environments.
Advantech’s

proactive

approach

includes

notifying

customers of any changes in replacement components and

if re-certification may be needed. In addition, Advantech

can lock down all the components in any motherboard
configuration for the anticipated lifespan of the system to
eliminate the need to replace the motherboard.

Advantech’s corporate vision is to enable an intelligent

planet. The company is a global leader in the fields of IoT

demanding use cases.

resilient server are industry-standard components that

Crystal Group RIA™ combines impressive compute power,

shown here on the ASMB-825. Combining the required

compact, rugged solution that can withstand harsh

CPU count via multiple sockets, multiple I/O paths, and
fast networking allows system designers to create a
computer system for demanding environments.

The reach of these three disciplines extend across nearly

Industrial systems are inherently different from standard

must be considered and tested before a computer system

that the overall system must remain operational for five to

Group’s RIA (Rugged Intelligence and Autonomy) system.

seek the assurance that changes, such as updating a

deliver solutions that are customized for specific and

most prevalent in machined assembly, optical

unpredictable conditions. To illustrate, let’s look at Crystal

updated. System integrators and end customers will likely

industrial intelligence, as well as a wide range of partners to

The building blocks used to create an innovative and

ensure seamless operation and performance in harsh,

Over time, industrial systems need to be replaced or

create business ecosystems that accelerate the goal of

3. The automation of routine tasks that require finite

can be incorporated into a larger functioning system to

without needing to overhaul the entire system.

chains. Advantech works with business partners to co-

conditions to ensure seamless performance.

every industry, but for edge environments, several factors

design to accommodate changing motherboards easily

business partners and clients in connecting their industrial

withstand extreme shock, vibration and weather

in relation to process flow.

technology. Frequent updates requires the overall system

with the Edge Intelligence WISE-PaaS core to assist

system from overheating, and must be able to

to be in close proximity to control and adjust operations

caveat to these lengthy lifespans is the underlying

Advantech promotes IoT hardware and software solutions

system, must have proper air flow to keep the

enabling AI and machine learning computer hardware

the intended lifespan of the rugged industrial system. One

the trends of IoT, big data, and artificial intelligence,

controlled data center, the on-board computer

inspection and robotics. Again, similar to AVs, the

components between suppliers to ensure they will ensure

intelligent systems and embedded platforms. To embrace

importantly, AVs require significant computing power

precision and consistency continues to expand. This is

It’s critical that system designers consider the differences in

consumer or business systems. The biggest difference is
ten years, which is much longer than the typical three years
of a standard business server. This means the overall
design

must

incorporate

high-quality,

long-lasting

components to ensure reliable, predictable performance.
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data-handling capabilities, and storage capacity in a

conditions and environments – including potholes,
collisions, and extreme temperatures that could cause
traditional systems to fail. Available in custom or off-theshelf configurations, Crystal Group RIA high-performance

computers sport the latest Intel® processors, high-capacity
DDR4 memory, and sophisticated power and thermal
management stabilized in a size, weight, and power

(SWaP)-optimized aluminum chassis. Jump-start your AI,

autonomous, automated, unmanned, or project today with
Crystal Group RIA – available off-the-shelf or customized to
specific requirements. n
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Lives are

ON THE

Line

TESTED. TRUSTED. SECURE.
Ensure safety with proven reliability.
As more autonomous vehicles share the roadways with the
public, auto manufacturers and autonomous developers
depend on Crystal Group RIA™.
Designed and tested to securely fuse massive amounts of AV
sensor data, survive physical and cyber threats and deliver
faster time to market. Our compact, rugged server combines
Intel® Xeon Scalable Processors, secure data handling and
failsafe performance in a scalable system that withstands
extreme temperatures, unforgiving potholes and damaging
collisions to ensure reliable operations through conditions
where traditional computers fail.
That’s why our customers trust us to help them succeed
when safety and reliability matter most.

SERVERS | DISPLAYS | STORAGE | NETWORKING | EMBEDDED | CYBER
info@crystalrugged.com | 800.378.1636 | crystalrugged.com

Technology May be the
Future for Casinos
Author: Craig Stapleton, product director at Advantech

The U.S. undoubtedly leads the way in global gaming; however, in order to continue
this dominance over the established, multi-billion dollar casino industry, game
engineers and developers must continuously work to enhance the individual
experience for every player. To boost the overall profit margin, a casino would ideally
have a player remain at one slot machine, sitting and playing for hours upon hours.
Unfortunately, this traditional model is no longer as effective, with players today – and
especially Millennial players – actively seeking out unique and engaging game play
when choosing a slot machine. This group is more knowledgeable and experienced in
the ever-evolving technological landscape, experienced with multimedia, advanced
video game consoles and innumerable apps. It’s this simple fact that is now leading
to a competitive landscape between casinos to attract and keep these players’ attention.

VOICES IN TECHNOLOGY
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Given this increased demand for improved gaming and

purpose embedded components – and there are countless

tech to make slot machines more appealing. In order to

with this approach stems from the fact that it invites

user experience, developers are now eagerly utilizing new

improve the visuals of the games themselves, several
casinos now incorporate even larger, curved screens – or
even expand on the number of screens, with some using

as many as five, for each game. Similarly, the widespread

adoption of iGaming now allows slot machines to

incorporate an internet-based version of the game to
highlight cross-platform content, making the games
accessible to players wherever they may be and on a wide
variety of mobile devices.

Implementing these major adaptions is no easy job. In
today’s rapidly evolving industry, game developers must
work around numerous embedded hardware and design

challenges, each of which slows the time-to-revenue of
any given game and lessens the casino’s overall ability

to compete in this extremely fast-paced marketplace.
For example, the requirements for security and integrity
of hardware within the casino gaming industry’s
regulated market is a major challenge for developers.
Likewise, the need for hardware to be durable and work

for a long production life is a constant concern. With slot

additional design complexity and further expenses that

may emerge in the development cycle. Working with a
specialized suppler allows developers to utilize their

experience, potentially avoiding these issues through

recommended components that are specifically tailored to
the regulated casino industry.

Security, and ensuring the successful meeting of
regulatory compliance, are also major concerns for

modern casinos. With the variance of regulations across

different markets, both nationally and globally, this

compliance can often be a complicated matter. Luckily,
there are some general commonalities that span across

these requirements, such as deficiencies in physical

anti-tampering, secure boot controls, software integrity
checking and encryption – all of which can typically
disqualify

a

game

through

regulatory

in the software and embedded processing layers,
eliminating any unnecessary issues that may arise later.

Today, the manufacturers of slot machines and other

embedded hardware that is designed to sustain 24/7

than actual hardware development. Whereas hardware

operation for maximum profits.

Gaming developers are looking to embedded hardware for
its reliability, durability and long production life. Historically,
embedded hardware typically meant lower levels of

performance, especially in comparison to other consumer
technology solutions readily available. Developing GPUs

and CPUs that are high-performing, without sacrificing
reliability and durability, has long been a major challenge

for suppliers. Developers must work with experienced

casino games are focusing more on game content, rather

engineers in the past were the sole designers and

developers of slot machine computer boards, now many
manufacturers are using engineers to upgrade the overall

look and feel of games with an emphasis on graphic
displays. This is where embedded component suppliers

emerge as necessities, taking on hardware design solutions

and allowing those very manufacturers to create designs
that are not only more compelling, but also keep users
sitting and playing for increased amounts of time.

suppliers that specialize in such embedded gaming

As the market trends appear to dictate, a casino’s

overall game performance and longevity.

developers’ ability to assess and surpass modern

hardware elements to eliminate design risks and optimize

For example, a motherboard from Fry’s Electronics or Best

Buy does not typically go through the same rigorous testing
or is built to the same degree of reliability as embedded

hardware. The choices for developers are numerous –
between platforms, boards, modules and other general-

AD
Gaming

violation.

Nonetheless, these very requirements can be addressed

machines in particular, a common challenge is the
building of a high-performing multimedia machine and
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suppliers eager to sell this generic hardware. The problem

ultimate success will depend greatly on game
implementation obstacles. The effective use of the
correct embedded hardware platform and experienced

supplier support are fundamentally necessary in order
to maintain a competitive edge for casinos, reducing
time-to-market

limitations

and

delivering

stunning gaming systems in the process. n

visually
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Irrigation plays a major role in crop production, yet

land do they require to be healthy? Modern farmers are

industry. Precise moisture levels in soil are crucial

order to yield the best outcome in production.

it’s often overlooked by those outside of the farming
to maintaining the integrity of crops. For instance,
if water levels get too high, the consequences are

Two decades ago, “free-range chicken” or “grass-fed

crops. This allows for the spread of pesticides and

consumers are far more informed and conscious of

often excessive runoff and the overwatering of
other

harmful

Retrofitting

elements

drainage

into

pipes

the

with

ecosystem.

IoT

sensors

provides farmers the ability to closely monitor the
control and release of water in real-time, from a
remote location. Additionally, IoT can reduce labor
costs and other expenses by limiting the frequency
and need of site visits.

How IoT is Growing
in Agriculture

using IoT to capture all these different data points in

L ivest o ck M o n it o r in g Go es
“ F r ee R an g e” t o M eet t h e
N eed s o f B o t h M o d er n F ar m er s
an d Savvy C o n su m er s

IoT technology has been used in livestock monitoring in

an increasing scale over the last several decades;

however, its use has been limited to livestock housed in
confined, controlled spaces. Recently, the trend of
“free-range” livestock has pushed the industry to find
new and innovative solutions for collecting data. This

data gives us answers to questions like: how much

grazing does an animal need? Or, what size area of

beef” were not even on the public’s radar. Today,
what they are eating. These savvy consumers no

longer share a one-size-fits-all mentality, as they

have unique desires for what constitutes the

healthiest, safest products on the market. IoT
applications bring the ability to monitor the heart

rates, acceleration and location of livestock on a
free-range farm; offering buyers increased peace of

mind, as they seek to make smarter, healthier
purchasing decisions.

Demand for IoT solutions will increase exponentially,
as digital transformation continues to reshape the

agriculture industry. While most of the current

requirements to implement these IoT solutions are
complex, the need of ‘co-creation’ will continue to

grow. This will help simplify the adoption of IoT
applications in the industry, bringing technology

experts from different fields together to create
agriculture-specific solutions that can be customized
to meet individual farmer needs. n

Author: Maxx Ortega, key account manager at Advantech

Since the Great Farming Revolution of the 1960s, our population has more than doubled in
size. This has greatly impacted the agriculture industry, as the burgeoning population’s
needs strain the limits of existing systems, which have historically struggled to
accommodate fluctuation in supply and demand.

agriculture sector are beginning to help combat these

Precision Farming to Help Increase
Yields, Limit Losses

processes, reducing labor costs and ultimately

reach over 9 billion in 30 years. Population growth

Recent applications of IoT technology in the
issues

—

automating

many

everyday

farming

maximizing production for our growing population.

The agriculture industry is beginning to embrace and

accept the need for IoT solutions. This technology is
already making waves with precision farming and
livestock monitoring.
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There are 7.6 billion people today and is projected to
compounded with the labor shortage looming (due to

aging population and fewer people entering the

workforce) are driving the agriculture industry to produce

more. With the rise of robots and automation, precision

farming gives us the tools to not only sustain the industry,
but also continue to meet its growing demands.
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Servers are Making
a Comeback with
IoT Integrations
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Author: Oscar Martinez, key account manager at Advantech

There’s a revolution in the data center industry, stemming from new technology
developments in IoT. Deep learning, artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning (ML) are
not only providing an abundance of data, but are also having a significant impact on how
that data is leveraged. Most centralized cloud computing platforms are restricted by their
limited ability to process these large amounts of data. However, a distributed architecture
that incorporate IoT devices and edge servers can handle larger amounts of data and
provide more detailed processing than ever before.
That said, with the capability to collect a wide array of data

For many businesses that are working with basic data

amount of storage, we might be collecting and saving data

computing capacity, but it is a costly endeavor. It would

points from a limitless plethora of endpoints and an infinite

without purpose. The cloud can basically become data’s

garage, where you store things that you don’t have space

for in the house. The question becomes whether the data is
meaningful enough to justify use of the storage space. To

solve for this, using edge computing and running inference
engines on-premise with low-power gateways, you can
process data before sending it to the cloud. This will ensure

that the data being sent to storage is significant and
meaningful, giving deep learning programs an opportunity
to make more substantial connections and provide greater
insights that could have previously been left on the table.

The data center industry is being greatly influenced by
edge computing, allowing for better workflows and

better allocated assets. Since edge computing takes
some of the burden from the cloud, the cloud is then

able to perform more detailed analytics while still giving
the edge access to pull from the cloud and implement

changes and updates. This transformative structure is
giving the data center industry the ability to increase
capabilities and provide valuable information and
insights in much quicker timeframes.

VOICES IN TECHNOLOGY

sets, a traditional data center may provide incredible
be like having a doctor also check people into their

office, process insurance information and take vitals.

The important roles of the front desk staff and nursing

assistants are there so that the doctor can focus on
the most important part of their job – caring for patients.
Traditional data centers can utilize edge computing so

they can then focus on the most demanding and
highest priority items.

The rise of edge computing is fueled by automation,
with AI and ML managing workflows and processes
without needing oversight and supervision. Greater

focus and more meaningful insights are pulled

because automation is taking the bulk of the work,

with management and monitoring of the system
being completed by human operators. This gives
the flexibility for technical staff to work on running
the data center and helping to expand capabilities.

Edge computing and maintenance tasks require a

separate set of tools, so critical assets are free from
the task of operating the data center to focus
on other priorities.
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Advantech Gives Back
Edge computing is a large investment when you consider

With inference engines and analytics taking place at the

everything over. While the proof of concept (POC) is there,

processing. This will all lead to a greater number of

the technical requirements and human power to move

it can be hard to manifest this setup into a physical
deployment. Capital investment and the drive to have these

people having access to the technology.

long-term benefits are needed to scale the technology and

Because operators can control physical access points, it’s

computing. After initial distribution, the unknowns of

be more secure. Greater amounts of work will be completed

overcome the temptation to fall back on traditional cloud
installation and scalability are often resolved.

We mustn’t forget the various infrastructure teams that

We believe this approach helps us attract top talent who share our values and
ultimately that it helps shape a better brand and culture.

believed that data stored on the premises (at the edge) will

Here are just a few ways Advantech is honored to give back:

more quickly, and edge computing could drive the adoption

Care for the Environment.

of cloud computing platforms.

Advantech

is

devoted

to

building

sustainable supply chains that focus on

need to be merged for edge computing. While it is a clichéd

There’s more to come for the future of data centers, IoT and

green design, manufacturing and products.

technology (OT) teams might have different points of view

emerge, more wide-scale deployments will take place,

specified

As those case studies provide continued proof for the

addition

making the technology successful, it will become less

nature is vital to our survival as a planet.

traditional data centers. Establishing a sufficient level of

to

underway, and this will start to become less of a custom

nature and ecological friendly journeys for

will lead to a degree of commoditization, resulting

tea plantations. This enables our employees

picture, information technology (IT) and operational

when it comes to installing a new system. It will be vital that
IT teams are able to demonstrate understanding and offer

a slow and steady approach to implementation, so that the
concerns of OT teams are addressed, their questions are
answered and needs are met.

As with any technology, the more it is implemented and
used, the more innovation and feature investments
emerge. With critical mass, we’ll see greater recognition
of the benefits of edge computing while also creating a

significant reduction in installation and transition costs.
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edge, we’ll see decreases in consumption cloud

Advantech is a purpose-driven company that places as much value in having a social
purpose and making a positive impact, as it does in being a global leader in industrial
computing and embedded technology. At our core, we believe in altruism and strive to go
beyond our primary mission of working with our partners and contributing to their
success, to also connect with and give back to our communities and society as a whole.

edge computing technologies. As successful use cases

We never allow toxic substances, as

pushing the technology from initial buzz to proven results.

regulations, to be used in our products. In

benefits of these models and as more is invested into

practices, Advantech also recognizes that

challenging for edge computing to be integrated into

We strongly encourage our Advantechers

readability across major partner channels is already well

specifically arrange for all kinds of close-to-

deployment and more of a plug and play solution. Scalability

them, such as: visits to organic farms and

in exponential growth. n

to really understand and enjoy the beauty

spend

by

to

worldwide

environmental

more

time

laws

and

protection

outdoors

and

of our planet and the cycles of nature.
VOICES IN TECHNOLOGY
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Sponsor for the Arts.

Advantech believes in enriching lives through the arts and has allocated some of its
resources to providing a series of recreational artistic and cultural activities for its
employees. We host artistic and cultural salons, and
other large music appreciation fellowship activities

regularly, with the aim of better enabling the spiritual
growth

of Advantechers. Additionally, Advantech

sponsors the “Huayang Award” watercolor painting

competition, and other artistic activities and shows. We
not only supply sponsorship support, but also encourage
our employees to actively participate in similar artistic
and cultural activities to enrich our society.

Public Outreach.

Since 2008, the Advantech Foundation has solicited

social welfare proposals to appraise and reward non-profit community organizations
with excellent performance. Additionally, we also encourage employees to convert

their charitable inspirations into real-life action, by taking an active role in volunteer

Advantech employees getting ready to kick
off the LA Hacks hackathon

activities provided by Advantech or other organizations.

Volunteer Works.

We strongly encourage Advantechers to participate as volunteers -- including
supporting charity sales, aiding the disadvantaged, tutoring and other worthy causes.

While weekend afternoons may be spent relaxing at home for some, our Advantech
Able Club members are out sharing their time and resources volunteering within their

local communities. Additionally, we actively promote a “people-centered innovation

campaign” to give all volunteers a valuable experience through participation—sharing, giving and spreading public
welfare experiences for the benefit of a social innovation study to make our community better.

Enterprise Academia Collaboration.

Advantech thinks industry and academic cooperation, integrated with innovation and learning, is a key element in
driving social progress. Advantech provides the following Enterprise Academia Collaboration programs:

UCLA students accepting their achievement
awards during the LA Hacks hackathon

● IoT & Intelligent Systems Research Center
● AIoT Developer InnoWorks

● Enterprise-Academy Crossover Collaboration

Advantech’s Orange County employees aid local non-profit organizations like Human Option and Second

● Elite Internship Program

of the local Orange County community and enjoys the opportunity to give back!

● Early Design Campaign Competition

● Career Fairs at local Universities: Cal Poly Pomona, CSUF, UCI, UCLA, UCR

Local Support.

At its North American headquarters based in Orange County, Calif., Advantech is committed to not only its
national and global CSR initiatives, but also to supporting its local community. The Orange County office supports

first responders through the Orange County Professional Firefighters Association and the OCPFA Fallen

Firefighters Relief Fund. Also, every Fourth of July, the team attends and supports the Irvine Police Association’s
fireworks show, and attends the OC Police Canine Association’s K9 demonstration benefit show. Additionally,
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Harvest Food Banks, by volunteering their time and donating goods. Advantech is thankful to have the support

Participating in these programs is a way to temporarily alleviate tension in the workplace, while simultaneously

creating an intangible bond between company, employees and community. A strong relationship between
employees and with the company allows everyone to see the bigger picture, volunteer and serve others – it’s
a positive circle of connecting and giving back.

Looking ahead, Advantech aims to continue evolving and growing its CSR initiatives and programs to have an even
greater global impact. n
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